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FREE UPGRADE!
TIMBERLOOK
FLUSH SASH

CHOICE OF
9 COLOURS

FROM A STANDARD
MITRED PVCU LOOKING
FLUSH SASH
TO A TRADITIONAL
MORTISE & TENON
LOOKING FLUSH SASH

12-PAGE COLOUR BROCHURE AVAILABLE

EVERY INSTALLATION IS A FREE
ADVERT FOR YOUR BUSINESS!

Taking the time to sell the Timberlook Flush Sash
to customers will pay dividends in high margin
new business from friends, neighbours & relatives.

Timberlook is the new Flush Sash Window from
Affordable Windows. It boasts a square mortise &
tenon looking fabrication for both sash and
outerframe, instead of the tell-tale mitred joints
that would normally identify a window as being
fabricated from PVCu.

Additionally, the Timberlook Flush Sash has a
70mm back to front frame size to make
installation fast, a slim 60mm sash to replicate a
timber sash, and a night latch as standard.

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION
ON-SITE GLAZING - 70MM FRAME
60MM SASH SIZE
NIGHT LATCH
AS STANDARD

The internal appearance also replicates a timber
window with an ovalo feature frame and a choice
of stylish window furniture

WWW.AWCG.CO.UK

With unique options such as a deep bottom rail
and concealed trickle ventilation, the Timberlook
Flush Sash is almost indistinguishable from the
most expensive flush sash timber windows.
For more information or a quotation, contact:

PHIL MYERS phil@a-w-s.co.uk

TEL 01253 888222 MOB 07817 816663

AFFORDABLE WINDOWS ARE ONE OF THE UK’S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
OF ALUMINIUM & PVCU WINDOWS, DOORS, & CONSERVATORIES

AFFORDABLE WINDOWS, CORNFORD HOUSE, CORNFORD ROAD, BLACKPOOL, LANCASHIRE FY4 4QQ
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More Men at Risk at
Work Than Women

More men than women are
being put at risk of an accident says a report finding
that two-thirds of men are
being put in danger at work
by poor health and safety
procedures.
A survey of 2,000 employees,
which was conducted by data
capture app provider, WorkMobile, found that 61% have not received any information on their
company’s h
ealth and safety
policies, despite the majority of
men having more hazardous
jobs.
Over half (54%) of male respondents work in a hazardous role,
compared to 19% of women. In
fact, fourth fifths (81%) of women
are likely to work in a non-hazardous role, such as office work.
Yet despite men being more
likely to come across high-risk situations in their daily work, a
quarter (25%) who have received
safety guidance didn’t feel like the
risks of their role were explained
thoroughly enough. And 13%
said the health and safety information hadn’t been updated

since they’ve received it, so is
likely to be out-of-date and even
ineffective.
Although it is the duty of the employer to keep staff members
safe, male workers are more
likely to neglect their own welfare
and break the rules that have
been put in place. A quarter of
men (23%) said they have failed
to follow the correct safety procedures, compared to just 4% of
women.
Reassuringly though, if an incident was to occur fourth fifths
(83%) of men would know how
to report it. But, a third (31%) of
women would not know what to
do if faced with a hazardous situation, which suggests that they
might not be adequately trained
on how to keep themselves and
others around them safe.
The survey forms part of the
‘Work Safe’ report, which looks
at the current state of health and
safety in the UK and where improvements need to be made to
protect workers.
Colin Yates, chief support officer at WorkMobile, said: “From

the research, we can see that
men tend to work in more dangerous roles than women – which is
probably to be expected. What
we’d also expect to see is that
these men are properly looked
after while at work, with businesses putting measures in place
to keep them away from harm.
But this does not seem to be the
case. It’s really shocking to see
that some businesses are failing
to put in place even the most
basic health and safety procedures to protect their workers
most at risk of injury.
“Companies need to make sure
they’re putting the safety and wellbeing of their staff first – it’s their
legal responsibility. When staff
are not trained on how to work
safely, or are not given the correct
information to operate compliantly, there is a greater risk of accidents happening – especially in
these more hazardous industries.
With working practices constantly
being improved, there is no
excuse for not obeying the law
and fulfilling their business
obligations.” i

A roofing contractor has been
sentenced for safety breaches
after workers were left at risk of
falling from unprotected roof
edges.
The failures of C Smith Roofing
were discovered by health and
safety staff who could see unsafe
scaffolding from their office window.
Mr Smith was given an eightmonth prison sentence suspended
for two years and ordered to
complete 200 hours of community
service.

Leeds Crown Court heard that in
November 2015 Mr Smith was contracted to carry out some roof repairs to a Guest House roof in
Northallerton. Scaffolding was
erected along the full length of the
roof at the front of the property.
However, due to the presence of a
conservatory structure at the rear, the
company only erected a partial scaffold at the rear. It did not take the
conservatory into account which left
approximately two thirds of the rear
roof edge unprotected.

Health and safety risk managers at
North Yorkshire County Council could
see the project from their office window. Two operatives were at risk of
falling approximately seven metres
from the unprotected edge of the
roof at the rear of the property.
Chris Smith of Clarkson Court,
Malpas Road Northallerton North
Yorkshire pleaded guilty to breaching the Work at height Regulations
2005. As well as his sentence he
was also ordered to pay £5,800
costs. i

News

Get Your Eyes Tested
– Brits Blighted by
Avoidable Sight Loss
Eye health experts have
warned that a million people
in the UK are living with avoidable sight loss severe enough
to have a significant impact
on their daily lives – leaving
them unable to do things
such as drive. And worryingly,
this number is forecast to rise
by a third by 2030, if we don’t
take action now.
David Cartwright, (Chair of National Eye Health Week which
took place in Setember) explains:

“Eyesight declines as part of the
natural aging process and some
cases of sight loss are still sadly
unavoidable but for many simply
going for regular eyes tests and
adopting a healthier lifestyle
could prevent sight loss having a
significant impact on our lives

and help people to live well for standard drinks per day) has
been associated with the developlonger.
“Your lifestyle can impact your ment of early AMD.
eye health regardless of your geGet your eyes tested
netic predisposition. Being physiPoor uptake of regular eye tests,
cally active has been shown to
reduce your risk of visual impair- once every two years unless adment by 58 per cent versus some- vised otherwise by your opbody with a sedentary lifestyle; tometrist, is also a big risk factor
whilst ditching a diet high in meat for unnecessary sight loss as the
– more than 3.5oz daily (the early detection and treatment of
equivalent of two small sausages) common eye conditions like glau– could help cut your risk of coma is essential to avoid irrecataracy.”
versible sight loss.
Research published
Almost 14 million (13.8) of us
in the British Medical fail to have regular eye tests yet
Journal reveals as your optometrist can spot signs of
many as one in five glaucoma years before you may
cases of Age-related notice a change in your vision. In
Macular Degenera- fact, there are an estimated
tion (AMD), the UK’s 300,000 people living in the UK
leading cause of with undiagnosed glaucoma beblindness, are caused cause they have not had a recent
by tobacco consump- eye test.
tion. Making smoking
directly responsible Six simple sight savers
for around 120,000 • Quit smoking.
cases of AMD in • Eat right for good sight.
Britain today.
• Watch your weight.
There is also grow- • Get fit.
ing evidence to sug- • Cover up. Exposure to UV
gest that what we eat
light can increases your
and drink can play a role in trigrisk of developing macular
gering the onset and progression
degeneration and cataracts.
of AMD. One research study has • Be screen smart. Avoid eye
shown that eating just one portion
strain by using the 20-20-20
of fish a week could reduce your
rule - look 20 feet in front of you
risk of developing AMD by as
every 20 minutes for 20
much as 40 per cent, whilst,
seconds.
heavy drinking (three or more • Book an eye test. i
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Choose Made for Trade

Aluminium
Bi-Fold Doors
Quote turnaround within 2 hrs
Up to 1200mm sash widths

UK

Stock colours : White, Black,
Grey, Grey on White
Email: bifolds@madefortrade.co
Call: 01642 610799
* Per leaf price is unglazed and may vary depending on size and
Fax: 01642 671026
specification of the door. Lead time is based on a standard colour.
www.madefortrade.co
* Postcode restrictions apply
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Mental Health – Mates In Mind
The next important step in the
UK construction sector's efforts
to improve the health and mental wellbeing of its workforce
has come with the full roll out of
the Mates in Mind initiative.
Elite Mates in Mind has led in the
creation of a flexible and joined up
approach that is tailored to the
needs of individual construction
companies as they seek to tackle
poor mental health whilst also nurturing positive mental wellbeing
amongst their workforce.
According to Health and Safety
Executive figures, 18 per cent of reported work-related illnesses in the
UK construction industry are the result of mental health problems, such
as stress, depression or anxiety –
accounting for 400,00 working
days lost each year. Furthermore,
industry data reports that 55 per
cent of construction workers had experienced mental health issues
whilst 42 per cent are living with
these issues at their current workplace. Construction deaths from suicide are also believed to be
potentially ten times higher than that
of fatal accidents at work.

A scheme to attract
more talent into the built
environment sector is
being extended after a
successful first year.
Last year Gateshead College teamed up with a
powerful partnership of architects, designers, contractors and engineering
specialists to launch PlanBEE in a bid to tackle an industry skills shortage.
Together they developed a
flexible
training
programme designed to attract and retain the
brightest new talent in the region,
plug skills gaps and create a
more flexible workforce capable

Central to the Mates in Mind
framework is providing construction
firms with a joined up approach to
mental health, from support to employees, line managers and the organisation, through to a tiered
training framework developed in
collaboration with various organisations including British Safety Council, Mind and Mental Health First
Aid England. This builds understanding, knowledge and confidence amongst all workers,
throughout the business, so that they
can get the help they need as well
as to identify colleagues who could
benefit from further support.
Commenting on the further roll out
of Mates in Mind, Steve Hails,
Chair of Mates in Mind Board and
Director of Health, Safety and Wellbeing at Tideway, said: “This is the
culmination of several months of
hard work and would not have
been possible without the substantial help of key mental health charities and its championing by industry
representatives. Mates in Mind represents a meaningful way forward
for tackling mental ill health in the
workplace whilst also encouraging

of working across various construction disciplines. An initial cohort of 13 students enrolled on

a positive wellbeing culture. This approach offers flexibility which enables a business to tailor the
resources to their needs so that priorities can be more effectively targeted. In doing so, it should be
possible to start making serious
progress into an issue that is currently the source of much needless
pain for so many.”
Josceylene Shaw, Executive Director of Mates in Mind, said: “As we
all know, there is no health without
mental health. The construction industry’s championing of Mates in
Mind sends a strong message
about the role workplaces can play
in supporting workers’ mental wellbeing and helps to demonstrate
their commitment to leading the
way in managing this important
issue both to their staff and society
more broadly.” i
More information on Mates in
Mind and details on how to access its training materials and
support resources are available
at: www.matesinmind.org

the scheme last September and all have been
retained having completed a Higher National Certificate (HNC)
qualification. They will
now work towards a
Higher
National
Diploma (HND) in year
two and an honours degree in year three and
these qualifications will
help them secure a
guaranteed job on completion of the programme.
Now a
recruitment drive has
begun to hire a second tranche
of students, who will start on the
programme this September. i
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Call: 01642 610799
Fax: 01642 615854
* Offer applicable to new customers on your first roof only, based on
a like for like comparison
www.madefortrade.co
* Postcode restrictions apply

Technical Article

Box Gutter Problems
Eaves Guards

In the last issue, our expert technical writer, Don Waterworth,
looked at the replacement of conservatory roofs with solid
roofs and the problems of properly incorporating box
gutters in to the design. This issue, he looks at the issue of
installing box gutters when you undertake roofline work
It is common practice within
the industry that when
roofline work is carried out,
the bottom two rows of tiles
are removed, the felt is renewed or repaired and
eaves guards are fitted before the new fascias, soffits
and rain water guttering is set
in place.
However, I have inspected
many conservatory box gutters
attached to the rear elevation of
bungalows which have not been
fitted to the correct method.
The problem then can arise
that the previously external soffit
area, which is now an internal
element within the conservatory,
starts to allow water ingress to
be evidenced. This may already
have been occurring prior to the
conservatory being built but as
the soffit was an external ele-

ment, the water seeping through
dissipated and thus was not a
real problem.

The Master Window and Conservatory
Installers Association Technical/Legal
Column
Don Waterworth BSc
(Hons) FCABE MEWI
Chartered Building
Engineer / Building
Surveyor
Expert Witness
Accredited Mediator
Founder of the MWCIA

Don't know better or
couldn't care less
The photograph below shows
flashband set at the box gutter
upstand fascia head. This is
shoddy
workmanship
and
smacks of installers that either
don't know better or couldn't
care less.
Whichever it is, the householders deserve better.
The same procedure for
roofline outlined in paragraph 1,
is the minimum requirement for
all box gutter work of this type. provide you with eaves guard
detail.
Eaves guards
I often recommend Monoflex,
There are many eaves guards on however there are a number of
the market. Your conservatory rigid eaves guards/protectors on
roof supplier should be able to the market which are absolutely
essential in the fitting of any box
gutter against a bungalow fascia.

Duty of Care
The consequence of allowing
water ingress to occur at the now
internal soffit, due to poor or lack
of preparation and repair to the
existing eaves detail, is your responsibility and as professional
installers, you have a duty of care
to complete this work correctly. i
Pictures: Left –
Flashband set at the
box gutter upstand
fascia head. Above –
the image from last
issue’s Technical Article
10 | Technical Article | The Installer
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TAKE THE CHALLENGE
FASTEST

Glazed in seconds

No cutting or drilling onsite, without silicone, clip fit
finishing caps – Fastest fit on
the market

STRONGEST

WARMEST

Ability to withstand ‘Live’ loads
over twice that of the leading
competitor. A 6x4m roof can
support up to 8 tonnes

Thermal PVC T Bar, Thermally
broken eaves beam and industry
leading Q-Lon Gaskets.

Performance
Engineering

As featured at the FITShow,
search for our YouTube
video and see the
Korniche fully fitted
Under
in under 6 minutes

Up to 3m x 2.5m with
no rafters

SLIMMEST

SUPPORT

6 mins

Uninterrupted Sight
Lines
Patent pending end boss
enabling hips to merge into ridge

Traditional features in
contemporary design give
‘Timber’ like looks suitable for all
properties
Narrowest external ridge profile

No tie bars required

3.5kN
/m2

Best for specifiers the ideal trade
lantern

Brand, point of sale and
marketing support helping save
time and maximise profit from
sales and on-site.
Online trade KwikQuote tool

Email: sales@korniche.co.uk
Tel: 01642 610799
Fax: 01642 615854

www.korniche.co.uk

TM

Fully thermally
broken construction

U Value from 1.2

PLUS

ONLY 5
WORKING
DAYS LEAD
TIME
FULL SALES
SUPPORT AND
NATIONWIDE
DELIVERY
CONTACT US TODAY
FOR A QUOTE

QANW Column

Another Industry First!
The QANW App
QANW has just launched an App - an industry first – and has also launched a new van
insurance comparison website for members

Following the launch of the
new members’ area, QANW,
one of the UK’s leading
insurance backed guarantee
providers, has just launched
an App – an industry first!
As The launch followed roughly
12 months of development and
testing to ensure the App had the
functionality and performed how
members would expect it to. The
App has a similar look to the
members’ area so it should feel
familiar to members.

automatically update there also.
It is also easy to navigate around
the App by using the icons situated at the bottom bar of the
App.
Beta
The App is exclusively available
to a few QANW schemes at the
moment to allow feedback to be
collated and changes made before it is rolled out to all schemes.

Even more great news for
QANW members – van
What does the App do?
insurance comparison
• Add new jobs
website
• View/Amend existing jobs
QANW has launched a new van
• View your rates
insurance comparison website for
• Filter facility to search for
members. QANW has teamed
a specific job
up with Vast Visibility Ltd to pro• Sign off jobs
vide members with access to comprehensive and competitive
Download it
online van insurance quotes.
Members of QANW can downThe comparison website allows
load the App for free. To down- members to compare van insurload the App members’ should ance quotes from a panel of insursearch for ‘QANW’, click to
download the App then simply
enter their username and pass- QANW is a trading name
word to log in and that’s it.
of Warranty Services Limited, a company regisAn industry first
tered in Scotland, with the
The App is an industry first and registered address of 4
has been designed to make man- Forbes Drive, Heathfield Inaging new and existing jobs dustrial Estate, Ayr, Scotmuch easier. QANW understand land, KA8 9FG, and with
that not all contractors have the the company number
time to complete admin tasks at SC205797. Warranty Servthe end of every day – so why not ices Limited is authorised
lodge, amend and sign off jobs and regulated by the Fiwhilst you’re at them?
nancial Conduct Authority
The App is linked to the (Firm Reference Number
QANW members’ area so any 309580)
changes/updates to jobs will
12 | QANW Column |The Installer

ance providers by completing a
simple form. Members can then
select the level of cover they require at the most competitive premium from insurers such as More
Than, Admiral, Churchill, Hastings and many more.
QANW members have the option to select comprehensive
cover, third party fire and theft or
a third party only policy and can
add any additional features such
as personal accident cover, legal
assistance or breakdown with the
option to pay for the insurance
annually or spread the cost over
monthly payments.
I have more than one van
or need my policy in my
limited company name?
QANW have worked to ensure
that members’ are provided with
the most suitable insurance and
therefore members can also obtain van insurance policies in the
name of their limited company
or if their business has more
than one vehicle, a fleet policy
may provide additional flexibility to insure all vehicles under
one policy.
Members of QANW can access van insurance today simply
by logging into their members’
area. i
If you are already a member of
QANW and you have any
queries we would encourage
you to try out our new live chat
feature within the members’
area or you can give us a call
on t. 01292 268020.

Energy Efficiency

Energy Efficiency
Recognised by
the Queen

There were celebrations at
the Thermoseal spacerbar
factory in Wigan as the
energy efficiency for
windows company
received the Queen’s
Award

The Queen’s Award for
Enterprise: International Trade
2017 has been presented to
Thermoseal Group by Her
Majesty’s Lord Lieutenant of
Greater Manchester, Mr Warren J Smith KStJ JP at an
event hosted at the Group’s
Manufacturing and Distribution Site, which also houses
the Group’s expanding Technical Centre.
Homeowners Almost 100
guests attended the event to witness the presentation of the
award, followed by a tour of the
Group’s Thermobar and Ther14|Energy Efficiency | The Installer

moflex Warm Edge Spacer
Manufacturing Sites, its new Decraled decorative design studios,
as well as its Technical Centre
and EN1279 facilities.
Thermoseal Group now supplies its highest performance
warm edge spacers to 22 countries in 5 continents and trials of
the products are currently being
carried out worldwide. The
Group is the only UK insulated
glass (IG) component manufacturer to produce both a rigid tube
spacer and a flexible silicone
foam spacer in-house. From initial inception of the design,

through mixture of raw materials
and production of the products to
final delivery to the customer, the
whole process is subject to Thermoseal Group’s rigorous quality
control procedures.
As Her Majesty’s Lord Lieutenant presented the award
which was accompanied by a
scroll signed personally by The
Queen, he said: “These awards
are not easily earned. This year
only 102 Awards for International Trade have been made nationally, and yours is one of 8 in
the West Midlands (where the
Group’s Head office is based).
The award is not to an individual,
not to the management but to the
whole workforce.”
Thermoseal Group’s Managing
Director, Gwain Paterson accepted the award with fellow Director Mark Hickox standing
firmly at his side. A large part of
Gwain’s speech was a big thank
you to all colleagues involved in
the Group’s continued growth.
He said: “Without you all
Thermoseal Group would not be
the same. You built up everything
around us and your hard work
and can-do attitude has
contributed to our success – that
goes for everyone within the
organisation.”

New Warm Edge Videos
Thermoseal has released new editions of both its
trade and warm edge consumer videos. The
adaptions of both videos reflect the international
growth of the Group.
The videos, with multilingual versions to follow,
for use throughout the supply chain, are available
to watch on the Thermoseal Group website
thermosealgroup.com/news
Warm Comfortable Homes
“Since the initial release of our trade video and
our ‘Warm Comfortable Homes’ consumer video
we have seen further growth and development
and now supply to 22 countries in five continents,
says Samantha Hill who looks after marketing at
the firm..
“Alongside being announced as winner of the
Queen’s Award for Enterprise: International Trade
2017, Thermoseal Group has attained a multitude of other awards over the past year including: 'Component Supplier of the Year' at the glass
and glazing industry G-Awards (for the second
year in a row); 'Amazon Growing Business
Award - Export Champion of the Year'; 'Wigan
Business Award for Export' and the EEF Future
Manufacturing Award for the North West Region
for Export.”
Thermobar and Thermoflex warm edge spacers
have achieved Bundesverband Flachglas (BF)
thermal ratings of 0.14W/mK and 0.135W/mK
respectively and have available BF data sheet Psi
values for windows and façade profiles. Both
products also achieve Passive House Institute
phA+ ratings.
All products are proven within Thermoseal
Group’s own EN1279 test centre before being
submitted and achieving highest performance independent test results.
Other components
Thermoseal also manufactures a wide range of
bespoke components in its injection moulding division to flush-fit with the spacer systems. All products are also tried and tested by customers and
developed to suit current sealed unit manufacturing methods before they are officially launched
for sale. i
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WARM EDGE WINDOW COMPONENTS
ENGINEERED FOR SAVINGS
SAVE energy with the lowest conductivity spacers – 0.14 W/mK
SAVE energy with lowest Psi values
SAVE energy with reduced overall window U-values
SAVE costs on the best futureproof window components

Our spacers are the result of
over 35 years of dedication
to insulated glass.
We understand the
conditions within a
glazing unit and how each
component performs within
the lifetime of the unit.
This helps us to ensure
that the components we
manufacture and supply
are second-to-none.

High performance
engineering plastic
Perforation holes
for effective passage
of air

arctic climate

Available with or
without unique
gas barrier tape

ph A
C E RTI F I E D
C O MP ON E NT
Passive House Institute

Thermal Conductivity:
0.14 W/mK

Pre-Desiccated Flexible
Foam
arctic climate

Unique Gas
Barrier Tape

ph A+

Pre-Applied
Adhesive
Side Tape

C E RT I F I E D
C O MP ON E N T
Passive House Institute

Thermal Conductivity:
0.135 W/mK

Plastic window frame

Wood window frame

Plastic window frame

Wood window frame

Double Glazing

0.032

0.031

Double Glazing

0.030

0.029

Triple Glazing

0.030

0.029

Triple Glazing

0.029

0.027

Above Psi values based on BF Data Sheet Nr.27

or call 0845 331 3950 Intl. +44 (0) 121 331 3950

Fire Door Safety

Support for this year’s Fire Door Safety Week campaign continues to grow as fire safety
tops the agenda for many in the wake of the Grenfell Tower tragedy.
Fire Door Safety Week takes
place from 25 September to
1 October 2017. Set up five
years ago by the British
Woodworking
Federation
(BWF), the campaign now attracts more than 175 supporting organisations and last
year reached more than 9
million people.
As well as pledging support for
the campaign, many organisations are planning events this
month to help spread Fire Door
Safety Week’s message about
the critical role of third-party certificated fire doors in high-rise
buildings, houses of multiple occupancy and other types of
shared accommodation.
A one day conference focusing
on fire safety in tower blocks was
to be held by Local Authority
Building Control (LABC) in Birmingham. The purpose of the
event - to raise awareness of fire
safety across professions involved in the construction and
post-occupation management of
high-rise buildings.
A CPD-accredited education
day on fire and the role of fire
doors was to be held by Midland Building Products on
Wednesday 20 September. Top-

ics to be covered during the day
included fire and smoke seals,
fire door installation and section,
glass and glazing and the third
party certification of fire doors.
Experts from West Midlands Fire
Service and law firm Pinsent Masons were to answer any questions about fire safety and
corporate risk and responsibility.
Fire Door Safety Week itself
was to see a major event by the
London Fire Brigade - a seminar
for those responsible for fire
safety in the residential rented
housing sector. September 25 in
partnership with BWF-Certifire.
Another free seminar on fire
door compartmentation and fire
doors and evacuation in a mental health trust was also planned
for the Week. Speakers - Bradford District NHS Foundation
Trust and Checkmate Fire. The
event was scheduled at Intastop’s
training centre on Kelham Industrial Estate, Doncaster.
Elstree and other seminars
Arnold Laver will be co-hosting a
free CPD accredited fire door
safety day alongside BWF-Certifire on Tuesday 26 September at
Elstree Studios in Borehamwood.
Speakers from Arnold Laver,

BWF-Certifire, Lorient, Vicaima,
dormakaba and Vetrotech will
cover a range of topics centring
on the specification, certification
and inspection of fire doors.
A seminar looking at the issues
and solutions around glazing fire
doors will be held by Hodgson
Sealants at Beverley Racecourse
on Wednesday 27 September.
Speakers for the event will include BWF, the Fire Door Inspection Scheme (FDIS), Exova
Warringtonfire and Vetrotech. A
factory tour will be held at the
Hodgson Sealants factory for interested parties.
A half-day seminar covering
the design, specification, installation, inspection and maintenance
of third-party certificated fire
doors will be hosted by the BWF
and BWF-Certifire at The Building Centre. The CPD-accredited
‘Are You Fire Door Sure?’ seminar will be held on Thursday 28
September and half of the income generated will be donated
to the Children’s Burns Trust.
Speakers at the event will include
FDIS, London Fire Brigade, the
Guild of Architectural Ironmongers (GAI) and the Glass and
Glazing Federation.
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launch a new fire door installation guide at UK Construction
Week, which will take place in
October 2017 at the NEC in
Birmingham. At the launch,
Why?
Exova will also be holding live
Hannah Mansell, BWF technical demonstrations on correct fire
manager and spokesperson for door installation.
Fire Door Safety Week, says:
“Fire doors often get overlooked Yale supports
when it comes to fire safety in a fire door safety week
building. It is sadly not uncom- Yale has pledged its support for
mon to see buildings which have Fire Door Safety week and will
fire doors without signage, doors draw attention to specific issues
with broken glass, no intumes- within the fire door industry, such
cent or smoke seals, as well as as poor installation and maintefire doors that have been nance. Yale will also be encouraging building owners and
wedged open.
“Many people do not realise specifiers to be more active
that the real job of a fire door is when checking the operation
to hold back fire, smoke and and condition of their current fire
toxic gases, delaying the spread doors. Brett Evans, Technical Diaround a building and keeping rector for Door Hardware at Yale
the vital means of escape route Door and Window Solutions,
clear. They only work properly if says: “Fire Door Safety week is
they are specified, manufac- an important initiative for the intured, installed and maintained dustry and we are proud to
correctly, and of course, closed pledge our support to a campaign that is engaging and eduwhen a fire breaks out.
“So it’s great to see so many or- cating people about importance
ganisations not only pledging of fire safety and correct specifitheir support for the campaign cation.
but also getting actively involved.
These events will help to spread Thumbturn cylinders
the word about the importance “At Yale, we have a wide range
of fire doors in saving lives and of door hardware specifically designed to help building owners
protecting property.”
and contractors ensure they meet
or exceed the required fire safety
Fire door installation guide
standards.
For example, fire
Later this year, BWF-Certifire is
also linking up with Exova to safety guidance states that you
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should not need to be searching
for a key to exit a property during a fire, recommending thumbturn cylinders be installed for
safer access. The high security,
Yale Platinum 3 Star cylinder is
available with a thumbturn variant enhancing safety for users
while also providing a trusted
level of security that is synonymous with Yale.”
AutoSecure
The Yale portfolio also includes
the Yale AutoSecure – a multipoint locking system that can assist with gaining fire safety
accreditation. The lock can be instrumental in achieving FD60
and contributes to satisfying fire
safety requirements.
Panic door system
The Lockmaster panic door system from Yale offers the advantage of high performance
security and compression, together with accredited emergency egress capability.
Letterbox
To complete the doorset, the Yale
Firemaster letterplate has been
FD30 tested and is Certifire approved CF219.
Time to Get
Fire Doors Right – Wright
Wrightstyle, the advanced glazing specialist, has written an
open letter to its customers, sup- 
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pliers and specifiers voicing its

support for Fire Door Safety
Week. Wrightstyle is supporting
the aims and objectives of Fire
Door Safety Week, which takes
place in the last week of this
month. The initiative has been set
up by the British Woodworking
Federation, the BWF-Certifire
Scheme and the Fire Door Inspection Scheme (FDIS), and
aims to raise awareness of the
critical importance of fire doors
as well as specific issues such as
poor installation and maintenance. In the past, Wrightstyle
has raised issues of fire safety
certification in Dubai and Abu
Dhabi, where it believed that
regulations were not being stringently enforced or where there
was a less than optimal understanding of the performance criteria of using systems where
components have not been
tested together. The company
has also raised concerns with the
UK government, specifically on
the issue of fire doors being inspected and passed as fire resistant when, in fact, they offer little
protection against the passage
of fire, smoke or toxic gases.
“The issue seems to be an incomplete understanding and enforcement of fire specifications
contained within the Approved
Document B and the usage requirements of certification data,”
said Denis Wright, chairman. “In
practice for example unlatched
doors with untested or incompatible fire-resistant glass are being

accepted as fire doors within the
regulatory definitions despite the
fact that they are clearly not
within the permissible limitations
of their supplied test certification.” Wrightstyle assumes that
fire safety officers are placing
emphasis on the door’s performance as having, for example, 60
minutes of integrity while paying
insufficient attention to the fact
that the door types, without an
adequate safety latch mechanism or compatible glass will certainly fail well within that period,
allowing fire, heat or gases to
pass through. In other words,
the test certificate may certify the
doors as being safe; however,
without an integrated latch, the
fire safety element may be entirely compromised.
Insufficient guidance
Wrightstyle has a range of fire
doors in single or double-leaf formats, including a range of unlatched fire doors. It is galling
for us, and for other responsible
suppliers, to develop advanced
door systems and then see other
systems installed that we know
are not fit for purpose. “There
seems to be insufficient guidance
to fire or building control officers
or consultants as to what needs
to be specifically checked on the
submitted data. The building
regulations simply state that test
standards such as BS476 Part
22 or the applicable EN specification should be available,” said
Wright. “At no point do the reg-

ulations require further examination of that test certificate to determine whether or not the
installed assembly matches the
description in the certification.
For example, if the assembly is
constructed from multiple components, have they been tested together? If it has been welded,
has it been welded using the correct process?” Wrightstyle believes that in the wake of the
Grenfell Tower disaster, all eyes
are now on the government and
what building and fire safety regulations will be introduced, and
the company has already voiced
concern that more stringent regulations on cladding in Scotland
were not applicable in the rest of
the UK. “British Standards and
Building Regulations are there to
protect public safety, not least in
the event of a catastrophic fire.
With regret, when it comes to unlatched fire doors, there requires
to be an assessment of current
guidelines for fire safety officers,
and other authorised fire consultants, and an urgent need to issue
further guidance to determine
when a glazed door system can
be considered a fire door,” said
Wright. “However, for us, new
and improved fire safety regulations are only one side of the
coin. What is also urgently
needed is a complete overhaul
of fire safety training, to ensure
that those responsible for fire
safety inspection have the tools
necessary to forensically inspect
for absolute compliance.” i
All events can be booked
via the news and events
page on the Fire Door
Safety Week website.
firedoorsafetyweek.co.uk
Door closers from Astra – see
feature on following pages
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We hold the
KEY to keep
you in the
FRAME
With 20 years of trading under our
belt we know what you need to grow
your business. At Keyframe UK we
believe that strong relationships are
what’s most important to the growth
of our business.
Book a call with our expert team:

01204 705 718

KEYFRAME UK

LIMITED

• Fast Lead Times
• Outstanding Range of Products
• Cutting Edge Technology
• On Time Delivery, Nationwide
• Trade and Commercial
• Over 23 years in the Industry
• Exceptional Customer Service
• Industry Leading Brands

KEYFRAME UK LTD

Units 29 / 32 Lyon Industrial Estate Moss Road Kearsley Bolton Lancashire BL4 8NB
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It’s the high quality bifolds
you exxpect, at a price you
wouldn’t believve!

At Astraseal you can get our aluminium bifold doors for just £497 per sash glazed,
with a 2 week lead time when ordered in white or 7016 grey
Three panel aluminium
bifold from only

£1,491

Four panel aluminium
bifold from only

£1,988

Five panel aluminium
bifold from only

£2,485

A low price doesn’t mean poor quality. As standard, our doors come with the new Smart integrated cill
threshold, which is a fully weather sealed low threshold, incorporating a projecting cill. A further beneﬁt is the
presence of the, also new, bottom roller with steel pin for dead loading (this eliminates sashes from dropping).
Poor quality bi-folds with inferior hardware can cost you money, time and damage your reputation.
Save money and enjoy superior quality with Astraseal!

Call 01933 227 233 and get your aluminium bifold doors from Astraseal today!
Astraseal House
Paterson Road
Finedon Road Ind. Est.
Wellingborough
NN8 4EX

T: 01933 270 552
F: 01933 274 852
E: sales@astraseal.com

www.astraseal.co.uk/trade
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Fire Doors –
Industry Response
Closers Make East Enders
Safer – Concealed door
closers have been used to
both practical and aesthetic
effect on a landmark residential development in East
London
Chosen for easy installation and
subsequently reduced installed
costs, Astra's 3000 Series concealed closers have been used
on apartment entrance doors on
a residential development on the
Royal Albert Basin.
Built by Mulalley for One Housing Group, Royal Albert Basin is
a £20.6 million scheme, part of
the regeneration of the wider Albert Docks area of Beckton in
East London. The riverfront homes
have been (and will continue to
be) built on derelict brownfield
land in this fast evolving part of
London.
Architectural Ironmonger John
Planck was tasked with scheduling the hardware for doors. The
brief included a strong requirement for fire safety and so Astra’s

In support of Fire Safety
Door Week, The Installer is
looking at what some of the
top players in the doors and
hardware markets are
doing to make fire doors
safer and more efficient
Picture: The Royal Albert
Basin project
300 Series fully controlled and
adjustable door closers were chosen. They are often specified
when clean, minimal design is required without compromising on
performance - even on ½ hour
and 1 hour fire doors. Their adjustability helps specifiers to
achieve doors which comply with
the Equality Act 2010, Building
Regs and PAS 24 for entrance
doors and the RRO for fire doors.

We considered overhead closers
but the 3000 won hands down
on installed costs because they
are so simple and foolproof to fit.
Plus they have the advantage of
suiting the minimalist aesthetic of
the project.”

Adjustability
Manufactured in the UK, in four
different power sizes with adjustable closing speed and latching action for different size and
weights of doors, the 3000 features an hydraulic piston assembly which offers an adjustable,
controlled rate of door closure together with a variable ‘snap action’ for overcoming the latch.
The closers are particularly suited
to high traffic applications.

Concealed
As the closers are not visible
when the door is closed, the
Simple to fit
somewhat institutional and unJohn Ducey from John Planck gainly appearance of overhead
says: “Every single fire door on closers is avoided.
this project has an Astra closer.
Picture: The homes at the Royal
Albert Basin in East London
where concealed closers have
been fitted
Fire door expert on hand
to answer your questions
Hurst Plastics is getting behind
this year’s Fire Door Safety week
and encouraging the industry to
spread the message about the
vital role of correctly specified
and installed fire doors in saving
lives and protecting property. In
the run-up to this year’s Fire Door
Safety Week, which takes place
between 25 September and 1
October, Hurst Plastics is inviting
customers, specifiers and build- 
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Howard Wilson

ing owners to contact its resident

fire door expert Howard Wilson
to field any questions they may
have surrounding fire doors.
Mark Atkinson, Hurst Plastics’
Sales Director, says: “There are
around three million fire doors
sold every year and sadly we
know that many of them are not
specified or installed correctly.
Fire doors are instrumental to
safeguarding lives and, in our
commitment to best practice, we
want to help inform people about
the importance of specifying, installing, using and maintaining
them properly. We’re urging anyone responsible for fire doors to
get in touch with our Composite
Manager Howard and ask any
technical questions they may
have.”

Composite fire doors
Composite fire doors are subject
to more complex legal requirements than standard pedestrian
doors and specifiers are responsible for ensuring that their specification is correct. Hurst Plastics
has a team of fire door specialists to help specifiers choose the
most appropriate products to suit
individual applications and meet
industry standards. Howard Wilson,
Composite
Manager,
added: “Our technical knowledge is at the heart of what we
provide. Reducing the impact of
fires starts with compliant products and an understanding of the
legal requirements. The specifier
has a legal responsibility to get
their specification right and we
are able to guide them through
every stage of their composite
door requirements. Our aim is to
steer customers through the red
tape, including current European
legislation and building regulations, to give them complete confidence in their specification.”
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Closers
Hurst has campaigned to educate specifiers about the importance of using the correct closing
devices for composite fire doors.
Concealed closers are widely
specified, however some are not
compliant to BS EN 1154 and as
such are not suitable for all applications. It’s important to be
aware of the requirements of Part
B of Building Regulations to ensure that the correct closing device is specified. Hurst supplies a
variety of closers for all applications and can provide advice on
the most suitable products to satisfy requirements. Doors
The range of Hurst composite
fire doors includes FD30, FD30S
and FDSBD. Each door has been
audited and certified by Warrington Exova BM Trada - an independent third party which
assures the quality, performance
and traceability of every component of the fire door. The fire
door range has been fire and
smoke tested for up to 30 minutes
by Warrington Exova and each
door conforms to BS476: Part
22: 1987. An FD60 door is also
available for more demanding
applications. The doors guarantee the highest levels of security
and satisfy the requirements of
the Q-Mark enhanced security
scheme. The doors also comply

with PAS023/PAS024 security
accreditation and the requirements of Secured by Design. The
44mm thick Hurst composite fire
door leaf consists of a robust,
high performance core, which incorporates fire retardant phenolic foam and a high-density
hardwood perimeter to provide a
full half hour fire rating. The core
is faced in a GRP colour finished
skin, which is outwardly indistinguishable from Hurst’s standard
composite doors. Howard Wilson can be contacted at Hurst
Plastics by calling 01482
790790
or
emailing
howard.wilson@hurst-plastics.co.uk
Liniar and Pyroplex
team -up on fire door project
As reported in our last issue, a
testing programme between Pyroplex and Liniar and working with
component providers, has led to
the development of a fire resisting
solution for Liniar’s range of composite doors. Pyroplex has a
worldwide reputation as a leading manufacturer and supplier of
high performance fire containment systems with a long established range of products which
have been extensively tested and
assessed for use within the composite door market. Pyroplex
manufactures high performance
intumescent strips for use in doors
and glazing systems. Its systems
are supported by international
testing and certification and they
hold third party approval under
internationally
recognised
schemes. During the programme,
Liniar and Pyroplex worked
closely
with
component
providers, such as Distinction
Doors, NSG Group, Mila and
Yale, in the initial concept design
and participated in small
scale fire testing. The collective 

No bowing
No de-lamination
No leaking
That’s why your
customers will
always say yes to
an Apeer door.

Excellent RFT
Excellent lead times
Excellent U values
Pas24 Cut Test
Approved

T: 03456 729 333
apeer.co.uk
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technical expertise from all the

various parties involved in the
project proved to be invaluable
to see the interaction between
products when tested for fire resistance, whilst maintaining other
essential characteristics including
security, thermal performance
and weather ability, to comply
with Building Regulations. After
completing a small scale fire test,
Pyroplex commissioned Exova
Warringtonfire to undertake a full
scale fire test incorporating two
doors, both of which included
overhead glazing panels and
glazed side lights with large aspect ratios, which can often fail
under constant fire load. Both of
the door set assemblies achieved
a significant overrun in terms of
fire resistance. The test was continued to failure, exceeding the
30 minute requirement by more
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than 15 minutes – meaning the
doors are well on the way to
reaching the 60 minute mark.
Liniar’s Technical Support Manager, Paul Garforth, commented:
“The newly written fabrication
manual, along with the Exova as-

sessment report, will be available
to customers who are thinking
about supplying FD30 products
themselves.” For more information on Liniar fire doors email
Liniar Technical Support paul.garforth@liniar.co.uk i
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BLINDS IN JUST 10 DAYS
ORDER TODAY
To find out why you should offer your
customers Uni-Blinds integral blinds,
call us now.

Tel: 0113 277 8722
Email: info@morleyglass.co.uk
Direct fax for quotations: 0113 277 8723
Morley Glass & Glazing Ltd, Unit 3, Leeds 27 Industrial Estate
Bruntcliffe Way, Leeds LS27 0HH

www.morleyglass.co.uk
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Trade News

Liniar Group Goes Global
The Liniar range has grown substantially within the UK and
Ireland since its launch in 2008 – and the next step in its
growth strategy is to develop the Liniar and Alumina
brands internationally, utilising the strengths and contacts
of parent company Quanex.
The new post of International Sales Director at Liniar has been given
to Robert Thiroff who has a wealth of experience and a background
within the construction industry; of which 25 years have been within
PVC-U window and door extrusion.
Thiroff is ideally placed to help take these brands forward worldwide
having spent the last 9 years with the Proﬁne International Group
(Kommerling), where he held held roles as Chief Sales Ofﬁcer
Worldwide, Regional Director and Managing Director UK/IRE. Prior to
that, he spent 16 years at Plastmo Proﬁles.
Group CEO Roger Hartshorn comments: “I’m pleased Robert is
joining the Liniar team – his experience in the global fenestration market
will enable us to develop new overseas relationships and mark the next
stage in Liniar’s evolution.” i

Roseview have received a nomination for Fabricator of the Year
at the G17 Awards.
In the year in which the company celebrates its 40th birthday, Roseview has
grown to turnover of £8.5m, while investing £300k in improvements to
infrastructure and its already Rose Collection range.
It has also continued to provide hundreds of leads a month to installers around
the country via its consumer-facing website.
“A G17 nomination – for one of the most competitive categories, no less – is
a fantastic way to round off our fortieth birthday celebrations,” commented
Roseview Sales Director Richard Burrells.
“It’s been an action-packed twelve months, but despite all the celebrations, our
focus hasn’t wavered – we’re in business to give our customers the best, most
authentic uPVC sash windows in the world, and we’ll continue to make whatever
investments and innovations we deem necessary to achieve that.” i

Morley Glass & Glazing is well known for its commitment to
sponsoring local clubs and societies, helping organise charity
events and raising money for good causes. Now, the business
has been able to combine all of these with a unique approach to
how it recycles the waste products of its production process.
Over the past year, Morley has got creative with the help of local glass artists
Bob and Gael Spishak, who have been giving the offcuts of glass created
during Morley’s manufacturing process a new lease of life as works of art.
Using their own home studio, the couple melt the glass down and reform it to
produce stunning pieces of glass wear.
Items they create include bowls, decorations and even a Nativity scene, all
of which are subsequently either sold or donated. Last year, a number of items
were delivered to St John Fisher Catholic Primary School to be sold at events to
raise money for the school, as well as to St Edmund’s Church, who sold pieces
to raise money for Butterwick Hospice and Durham Family Welfare Adoption.
Bob and Gael are also members of the Rotary Club of Roundhay, and most
recently used glass donated from Morley Glass to create a number of unique
pieces to be sold on Yorkshire Day, with all proceeds going to help fund the
club’s worthwhile endeavours. i

Trade News

Yale is Headline Sponsor
Yale is to be the headline sponsor of National
Home Security Month for its ﬁfth year this
October. Highlighting the importance of home
security, NHSM is driving demand for security
products and installation services nationwide.
In the UK, a quarter of homeowners admit to having no
home security measures in plac with most turning to security
reactively when something goes wrong, rather than
preventing the issue beforehand. National Home Security
Month (NHSM) is trying to change this attitude, by pushing
home security to the forefront of people’s minds at a time
when statistics show domestic burglaries increase. This
presents a lucrative opportunity to installers and fabricators
alike to raise awareness of the subject and engage with
customers.
Paul Atkinson, Sales and Commercial Director for Yale,
commented: “NHSM has always been a great campaign for us to get involved with as its key objectives are closely aligned with
the values and messaging we at Yale promote. It also takes place during October, coinciding with the clocks going back - a pivotal
point for security sales and when consumers awareness of home security peaks.
“The new ‘Child’s Play’ theme is ideal for homeowners by showcasing the simplicity of home security. What’s more, the weekly
themes provide us with an ideal opportunity to promote our range of products and services from the smart security focus of our
Smart Living offering to the traditional hardware that Yale is synonymous for.”
Week two is of particular signiﬁcance for door and window fabricators and installers, as it looks at securing the entry points of
a home and valuables within it. This provides an ideal opportunity to up-sell British Standard locking solutions, such as the Yale
Conexis, Platinum 3 and 1 Star cylinder and Platinum 2 Star cylinder pull as well as all the usual high security locking mechanisms
for doors and windows, and to also ensure that customers are promoting solutions that meet the most up-to-date standards.
What’s more, a number of homeowners are put off DIY home security solutions due to time constraints and being unfamiliar with
new products. This presents an ideal opportunity for fabricators and installers as 40% of consumers agree that they’d prefer to use
a professional to install home security solutions as opposed to trying their hand at a DIY job.
Week four coincides with the clocks going back and onset of the darker evenings. As a result, this week explores how
homeowners can protect their properties and secure their gardens and outbuildings. The ﬁnal week of the campaign has a seasonal
focus, centering on Halloween and Bonﬁre Night – statistically the worst time of year for domestic burglaries and damage. This is
an opportunity to promote TS008 compliant letterplate restrictor to prevent key ﬁshing and lock manipulation.
Fabricators, distributors and installers will be offered support to provide consumers with details on how to ensure their door and
window security meets required standards and also to promote their services. NHSM supporters will also receive a range of
promotional collateral that can be distributed to customers to help raise awareness of the campaign. i
Trade Frames’ 150,000 sq ft manufacturing facility
in Stoke-on-Trent has been acquired by wellknown industry ﬁgure Roy Frost and his group GJB
Holdings. Backed by North West based
entrepreneur Alan Rothwell, the deal will secure
around 70 jobs in Stoke-on-Trent. Veka/Halo will
continue to be the main strategic partner, together
with the premium Residence Collection, Solidor,
and the full range of ALUK Aluminium.
The £12m turnover company made a number of investment
decisions that failed to deliver expected results and it was
placed into administration on the 29th August. The
administrators received over 25 enquiries from interested
parties. GJB Holdings, with the assistance Kevin Philbin of
Beyond Corporate, are delighted to be the successful new
owners. The new structure sees two existing directors, Phil
Warren and Darren Pusey, continuing in the new
management team. i
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Investment in Production Line
Morley Glass & Glazing has invested £700,000 to
increase production capacity at its factory in Leeds.
The company has added a second IGU production line to the
50,000 sq ft factory premises it moved into 12 months ago. It can
now manufacture 3000 sealed units with integral blinds inside
per week.
Ian Short MD at Morley Glass & Glazing says: “We moved
into these larger premises last year and used the opportunity to
set up a production line specifically to manufacture sealed units
with integral blinds inside. At the time, we invested in a 58-metre
long automated sealed unit production line from Best Makina.
We’ve been so impressed with the quality and efficiency of the
equipment that we’ve now invested in a second line to further
enhance our capacity and meet customer demand for our popular product range.”
The Uni-Blinds range provides the widest choice of integral
blinds in double and triple glazed units, with all manual, solar
and motorised versions available in the industry’s shortest leadtime of 10 days from 11am any Friday. i morleyglass.co.uk
Cornwall based New View Windows fabricates and installs a
range of composite doors manufactured using Liniar proﬁle
systems, all of which utilise the Dynamic 2D-C hinge.
MD Tony Braddon explains: “Having achieved PAS024 and Secured by
Design on all our PVC-U entrance doors, we wanted to ensure our growing
composite doors range offered a consistently high build quality, which is why
we chose Liniar proﬁles with SFS intec hinges.
“Composite doors are a great choice for those who wish to reduce external
environmental noise, save money on heating bills and have a door that offers
great weather resistance and structural rigidity. This protection against the
elements is particularly important in Cornwall, being surrounded by the sea,
which means the atmosphere is more corrosive than inland areas.
“Combining protection against the weather with resistance to forced
intrusion led us to partner Liniar's composite doors with SFS intec Dynamic
2D-C hinges. Our doors offer the perfect combination of secure and
enduring performance.” i sfsintec.co.uk

Velux is offering its UK customers rewards,
redeemable at a range of top-brand partners,
each time they buy white-painted roof windows and flat rooflights during September
and October.
The exclusive promotion, which includes the world’s
first curved glass rooflight, is aimed at people working
on autumn renovations and extensions projects.
Up to £65 of Velux rewards are available on flat
glass and the new curved glass rooflights range. The
innovative curved glass top lets rainwater completely
drain off, letting daylight shine through without raindrops spoiling the view. The eight different sizes of flat
rooflights provide homeowners with flexibility and variety to match their room size.
Installers can also claim £25 rewards for every white-painted roof window they purchase, perfect for homeowners wanting
a lighter, brighter living space as the white finish reflects more light back into a room.
Installers have a two-month window from 1 September until 31 October to buy products and earn rewards that they can claim
for by 17 November. i velux.com
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Infinity’s Weld is Seamless
Dekko Window Systems is celebrating rocketing
sales of its Infinity range of seamlessly welded PVCU windows which have grown by 80% compared to
the same period last year.
The Infinity range is Dekko’s unique stamp on Deceuninck’s
high-performance 2500 and 2800 systems, combining three
distinct styles; chamfered, sculptured and the star of the range,
the flush sash. What separates Infinity from its rivals is a pioneering seamless weld, achieved by innovative graf welding
technology - still new to the UK. This eliminates the ugly corner
grooves which are synonymous with uPVC and allows Infinity to
succeed in the high-end, premium market.
The smooth, timber-like appearance, along with a stunning
range of premium woodgrain foils including Irish Oak, Rosewood and Nut Tree, all come together to create one of the most
authentic timber-alternative collections on the market. Traditional aesthetics can be taken even further with heritage ironmongery,
optional Georgian bars and dummy peg stays. i dekkowindows.com

Dempsey Dyer has unveiled a brand new website
to coincide with its fortieth anniversary.
The cutting edge site, designed by industry marketing specialists Purplex, showcases the vast range of quality timber and
PVC-U windows, doors and conservatories the Pontefract firm
has to offer.
Structured around the three core areas of Dempsey Dyer’s
business, the site features one section promoting its services to
trade customers, one section focusing on its respected and
increasingly in-demand commercial installations service, and
one section dedicated to its consumer-facing Inspire brand.
Fully optimised for display on mobile devices, and packed
with the kind of clear, engaging content that Google rewards
with high search rankings, the new site is a fantastic introduction to Dempsey Dyer, its long history, and the extensive range
of products it provides. i dempseydyer.co.uk
Investment in product development means secure GRP composite door – Residor – is now available in an extended
choice of colours, styles and designs and has launched a new
retail brochure to help customers promote the new range.
Head of Sales & Marketing, Gareth Busson, explains: “We put security
first because 85% of homeowners do. So from the very start, Residor has
led the market with the Ultion 3* cylinder, PAS24:2016 cut test pass and
a 3.6mm GRP skin that’s twice as thick as most doors - all as standard. This
gives our customers a strong head start in the market. But we recognise
that installers also need to be able to offer choice in looks and designs,
and be reassured that they won’t be let down on quality or deliveries.
“Continual improvement of our products and delivering first-class service is integral to our business. Residor is now available in any RAL
colour, providing 2,328 shade options for delivery in just 10 days. We
have also added nine new glass styles, and additional door frame
colours with Rosewood and foiled Anthracite Grey. Customers can order
online via our new Cloud 2.0 system, with a 5day lead time on standard colours, and 100% OTIF (On Time, In Full) deliveries.” i
residor.co.uk
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UP YOUR
MARKETING GAME
If you want to win, you need great PR, creative and digital marketing.
That’s why you should team up with Purplex, the world-class marketing agency for the glass and
glazing industry. We help companies up their marketing game, jump ahead of competitors and stay
top of the leader-board.
With Purplex, we take your business to the next level.

PR AND MEDIA RELATIONS
WEB DESIGN AND E-COMMERCE
DIGITAL MARKETING (SEO/PPC)
ADVERTISING AND LEAD GENERATION
BRANDING AND CREATIVE WORK
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
FILMING AND VIDEO PRODUCTION

Play to win. Call 01934 808 132 and take your business to the next level
E: grow@purplexmarketing.com

www.purplexmarketing.com
@purplexuk

/PurplexMarketing

/purplexmarketing

/purplex-marketing

Products & Projects

More Space with Steel Screens
Two large sets of steel windows and doors have created a
feeling of space in a kitchen extension to a late 19th century
Victorian terrace house in a Conservation Area in North
London.
The screens, from Steel Window Association member, Steel Window
Service and Supplies, also allowed the new work to blend with the existing
interior design and the many original features of the house while ensuring a
high level of security.
Both screens are finished with a factory-applied polyester power coating
in RAL 7016 matt anthracite, a colour that matches with the kitchen units, sits
well with the external brickwork and contrasts with the white internal walls.
The window and door frames are formed of purpose-made hot-rolled
W20 steel sections that were hot-dip galvanised. To ensure thermal performance, the latest 16mm high specification double glazing units tested by the
Steel Window Association were employed. They achieve a centre pane Uvalue of 1.0 W/m2K and an overall frame and glass U value of 1.8
W/m2K based on the standard reference door calculation method. i
steel-window-association.co.uk

Thermoseal Group has released 7 new versions of its
‘Warm Comfortable Homes’ consumer video to showcase
the benefits of its Thermobar and Thermoflex Highest Performance Warm Edge Spacers.
The video is available in English; French; German; Spanish; Italian;
Polish and Chinese. It highlights the series of high-profile awards the
Group has been presented with in the past year including the honoured
Queen’s Award for Enterprise: International Trade 2017. Watch the
videos now at: www.thermosealgroup.com/news or visit dedicated multilingual warm edge websites www.thermobarwarmedge.com or
www.thermoflexwarmedge.com.
Samantha Hill, Thermoseal Group’s Head of Marketing and Communications, tells us: “Starting with a warm family kitchen scene where parents are calculating their costs, ‘Warm Comfortable Homes’ zooms into a window and shows its deconstruction right back to
the warm edge spacer which separates the two panes of glass in the double glazing. i thermosealgroup.com

Phoenix Doors has rebranded its Continental and County composite door ranges under the ‘Sovereign’ brand, offering a wide
choice in quality 44mm flush-fitting composite doors with new
door styles, modern glazing designs and innovative locking
systems.
Sales Director Haydon Statham says: “The big news is that both the conventional lift-up lever handle multi-point locking system and the latest ‘slam-shut’ locks
with an escutcheon are now available throughout the Sovereign range.
“This satisfies those customers fond of the ‘traditional’ door handle and others
who prefer the convenience of a key-opening and ‘statement’ handle appearance
– whatever the door style. We have greatly increased the choice for our
customers.
“Latest developments in hardware have created locking systems with smaller
backsets. This means they can be positioned between the edge of the door and
the glass, opening up greater scope in door design.”
The addition of a GU auto-engage lock across the range is proving popular
and Haydon predicts that by next summer 60% of the doors they sell will be using
this style of lock. i phoenixdoorpanels.co.uk
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FORGET THE MARKETING MAZE.
GO DIRECT
C TO YOUR NEXT CUSTOMER

Are you still wasting time chasing ghosts?
With Insight Data, one simple log-in gives you the contact
details of 60,000 new trade and commercial prospects.
No more directories, internet searches or old mailing
lists. Just instant access to new customers with in-depth
business information, decision makers and even credit
ratings.

Number of Decision Makers
Fabricators and Installers
Local Builders
Construction Companies
Architects

16,584
27,561
3,231
15,487

Forget the marketing maze and go direct to your next
customer.

For more information, call us today on 01934 808 293
or email hello@insightdata.co.uk for a free demo

insightdata
business is better with insight

502 Worle Park Way
Weston-super-Mare,
BS22 6WA

E: hello@insightdata.co.uk
@insightdata
www.insightdata.co.uk

Scott’s Corner

Scott's Epic Journey
Marketing agency Purplex opened for business in 2004. Part of the Ascot Group, it has been
growing steadily ever since. Now MD Andrew Scott has announced a £1m investment across
the group. We look at Scott's own development in the industry

Andrew Scott has been in
the window industry for 30
years. He started as a computer programmer for a
glass company before taking over as production manager. He made the move
into sales and marketing
working with Ian Harrison
(Saturn Windows and Speedframe) and was marketing
director of major players
such as The Omega Group
and Cambrian Windows,
which was later acquired by
Masco.
Scott studied Business and
later Corporate Finance at
Cranfield, and has acquired,
built and sold several companies across the industry before
moving into marketing.
He says: “Over the years I
worked with many marketing
and PR agencies and was always frustrated. Either they
lacked industry knowledge, didn’t have the relevant skills or resources, or charged a great
deal of money without delivering the results I wanted.”
In 2004 he took the plunge
and launched his own marketing agency, Purplex, with the
aim of doing things very differently.
“Most PR, digital or design
agencies are small lifestyle businesses with five or 10 staff and
almost no business strategy or
investment plan. I wanted to
make a difference, to really
help companies build strong
brands and create sustainable
growth, so I took the decision
early-on to invest,” he says.
The name Purplex i
s an
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acronym for Scotts’s philosophy,
he says “It stands for Purpose,
Planning and Execution. And it
seems to have paid off for us.
Todaywe employ 65 staff, making us by far the largest agency
in the glazing and construction
industry.”
In twelve years, the company
has moved four times, the most
recent being the purchase of a
new HQ just outside of Bristol.
Scott says: “We plan to scale
from 65 to 200 staff over the
next few years and we needed
new facilities to support each
stage. The new HQ doubles our
existing office space to 10,000
sq ft and the building, fit-out
and new facilities are part of a
£1m investment.”
The new HQ spans three
floors and includes a creative
studio with design, video and
photography, a high tech digital hub for web design and extensive device testing, digital
marketing and social media. It
also houses a media and PR office, customer services and a
support team, along with three
video-enabled meeting/training
rooms and great staff facilities,
from the ‘Live Lounge’ to gourmet coffee on tap and arcade
machines.
Scott says: “Creating the right
environment for our team is essential; a motivated, passionate
and highly skilled team deliver
much better results. That’s why
our clients grow faster than their
competitors and had 15,000
sales leads last month.
“This focus on results and
client satisfaction has given Purplex one of the highest customer

retention rates in the marketing
industry. Google recently announced that Purplex is one of
its fastest growing partner agencies both in revenue spend and
performance against other
agencies.”
Construction
Marketing Awards
Purplex was nominated marketing agency of the year the first
time it entered the Construction
Marketing Awards in 2015,
and again in 2016. More recently, the company was recognised by the Institute of
Directors, winning the corporate
Social
responsibility’
award while Scott himself was
nominated director of the year.
Scott believes marketing is
changing at its fastest rate in
history and new technologies,
media and shifting consumer
behaviour means organisations
and agencies need to constantly evolve their marketing
strategy.
“Purplex,” he says “is well
placed for the changes ahead
and the we are firmly set on employing 200+ staff within a few
years.”
Purplex i
s part of the Ascot
Group, which includes several
media and tech businesses, a
property portfolio and a seed
capital/investment arm. Scott
says: “Future growth for Purplex
will come both organically and
through acquisition as we add
other marketing agencies and
services to the group.” i
purplexmarketing.com

Why Waste Time On Site?

Aluminium
BiFolds
from

£350

per pane

Dual Colour +£100
per pane (any RAL)

NEW!
Triple Track
Patio
from

£750

per pane

Our Frames Are Delivered

FULLY ASSEMBLED
7 Day Turnaround (standard colours)
Call 0800
Email:

389 0595
Fax 02476 638779
sales@armstrongindustries.co.uk

Marketing and
sample bifold
Showroom support
distributor discounts
available

Read TheInstaller online – www.profinder.eu

Comment
As hopefully you will have noticed, The Installer has been pleased to turn
its feature pages over this month in support of Fire Door Safety Week.

TheInstaller
September 2017

It’s a great event that has been running for five years now but seems more
relevant than ever in light of the Grenfell tragedy. Everyone would agree,
more needs to be done to stop the ability of fires, especially in high-rise
accommodation, from spreading.
Fire Door safety Week focuses on property owners (and residents) ensuring
fire doors are treated as they should be – not propped open; not left
damaged; regularly inspected and maintained; and not altered to the
detriment of their fire controlling characteristics. And of course, the Week
encourages more buildings to install such devices.
There are some long established companies supplying to the installer
market – doors, glass, hardware...now we are seeing companies from the
window and composite door market, along with hardware companies that
haven’t been involved in fire doors previously, looking to supply fire door
specialist installation firms and encourage new installers to add fire doors
to their portfolios. This will be a growing market (and was set to be so
before Grenfell) but needs those new to it to be knowledgeable and well
trained. Fire doors can save lives – but only if they are installed and used
properly.
Time for more house building
Brian Berry, Chief Executive of the FMB has said: “Investment by local
authorities in a new generation of social housing would deliver many more
homes that the country needs urgently and provided more opportunities for
builders. Local authorities are currently constrained in the amount they can
borrow to invest in housing by an artificial cap. If this was changed and
replaced with prudential borrowing rules, i t could empower local
authorities to supplement private sector supply and build thousands more
new social homes. Put simply, if we are to build our way out of the housing
crisis, private sector and local authorities alike must be allowed to build to
their full potential.” Berry was speaking after a September speech by Lib
Dem’s Vince Cable. The Installer agrees. We still need to get Britain
building to the benefit of the economy, society – and our industry.
National Eye Health Week
Blink and you may have missed National Eye Health Week. There are so
many special days and weeks and months, you couldn’t respect all of
them. However, The Installer picked this one (and supported it on this
issue’s News pages) as it’s really important. If you can look after your own
sight and encourage your colleagues and staff to do the same you can
help to end the blight of preventable sight loss – and don’t forget, a simple
sight test can also detect a number of preventable illnesses as well. So no
more squinting at diagrams or struggling with the crossword – keep ‘em
peeled and get ‘em checked.
Features changed
As a result of our focus on Fire Door Safety Week, we have been unable
to bring you our previously publicised features for this issue. See the
Contents page for a revised schedule until the end of the year...not far
away now is it?
Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
@theinstallermagazine or installer@profinder.eu
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Adhesive Tapes

Access Systems

Colour Applicators

We have the largest range of
industrial tapes for the glass &
glazing industry

For all your access control
and door hardware
solutions

● Security glazing foam tapes ● Mirror safety backing films
● Trim mounted tapes ● Glass transporting pads
● Foam glazing tapes ● High bonding acrylic foams

Electric Strikes
Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lock Accessories
● Transom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets
●

● Emergency repair films for broken glass

●

T: 01206 871999

F: 01206 871 998

E: sales@adhere.co.uk www: adhere.co.uk

Aluminium Lanterns
GLAZED IN SECONDS

01202 676262
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For beautiful colours guaranteed
to last insist on using

To Advertise
Call Mehreen Haroon 07814
209789
mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

KOLORBOND

ALUMINIUM
ROOF LANTERN

on your
PVCu Profile

Tel: 0121 3268020
Fax: 0121 3271507
www.kolorbond.co.uk
email: enquiries@kolorbond.co.uk

Tel: 01642 610799
Fax: 01642 615854
Email: sales@korniche.co.uk

www.korniche.co.uk

Bi-folding Doors

Be

Planning Consultants

Choose Made for Trade
NOW ONLY

£345
per leaf

Including
delivery

£

Aluminium
Bi-Fold Doors

GET A PRICE
Tel: 01642 610798
COMPARISON
Fax: 01642 671026
bifolds@madefortrade.co
TODAY
www.madefortrade.co

Baypole Jacks
You can buy jacking kits from as
littlee as £5.50
£5.00 eac
each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.

Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

Aluminium Systems
Shaped Aluminium Windows & Louvres
*Circular *Radial Cornered *Arched *Elliptical
*Gothic *Rectangular *Trapezoidal *Curved-on-Plan

also Aluminium & Stainless Fabrications ‘Trade Suppliers’
by Midland Alloy Ltd., Stafford Park 17,Telford,TF3 3DG
Tel: 01952 290961 www.radialwindows.com Fax: 01952 290441

Conservatory Roofs

Fixing Brackets

PROFINDER
Conservatory Roofs

Gaskets
Is your supplier letting you down ?
Manufacturer of Gaskets for all Aluminium and
PVCu Windows, Doors, Shopfronts, Curtain Wall
and Roofing Applications.
•

WE WILL
BEAT ANY*
PRICE

£

GET A PRICE
COMPARISON
TODAY

Tel: 01642 610799
Fax: 01642 615854
roofs@madefortrade.co
www.madefortrade.co

Doors & Roofing

Pilkington Activ Compatable, no shrinkage,
supplied in Buckets.
•
Carry large stocks of Woolpile, Pressure
Platesand Security Tapes.
•
Nationwide delivery within 48 hours.

CENTRAL EXTRUSIONS LTD
01384 413222 - 01384 413004
www.centralextrusions.co.uk
enquiries@centralextrusions.co.uk
Unit 7 Charlton Drive, Cradley Heath, West Midlands, B64 7BJ

Flyscreens

Recycling
THE
YARD
RECYCLING CENTRE
MISMEASURED WINDOWS &
DOORS MUST BE GLAZED
BOUGHT FOR CASH

01895 239 607
07860 812 675

www.theyardrc.co.uk

Profile Bending

To fill this space
Call Mehreen
Haroon
07814 209789
mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Profile Bending

PVC-U Glass Handling & Equipment

Veranda Systems

Window Protection Film

Andywrap® Masking Film

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)

■ PVCU profile bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE
• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
INDU
USTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Racking Systems
Call Freephone:

0800 0850006

sales@andywrap.net

To advertise
in The Installer
Call Mehreen Haroon
07814 209789

Window openers

mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Coorner Protectors

“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

To advertise
in The Installer
Call Mehreen Haroon
07814 209789

mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

